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Stearic acid is a substance that may induce the formation of blooming on the

lipstick. The level of blooming severity depends on its concentration in the formula,

The experiment results by using digital microscope, SEM, FTIR, and SEM-EDX

analysis, reveal that the snow-white material on the lipstick surface is confirmed as

stearic acid.
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Lipstick sweating is a phenomenon caused by temperature fluctuations that causes

oil excretion on the surface of a lipstick and is perceived as unattractive by

consumers (Seo et al, 1999). According to previous research, several factors

influence sweating and blooming phenomenon, including the flaming process,

molding temperature, wax and oil compatibility, pigment addition, and ageing (Seo

et al, 1999).

Candelilla wax substitution with synthetic wax containing stearic acid (11%

(w/w)) showed severe blooming phenomena that appeared as thick white crystal

material. The experiment tries to investigate that sweating phenomena,

and qualitatively identify the snow-white material morphology on the lipstick surface

using digital and scanning electron microscope coupling with Energy Dispersive X-

Ray Analysis (SEM-EDX); Attenuated Total Reflection Fourier-Transform Infrared

spectroscopy (ATR-FT-IR) for their molecular fingerprint; and to evaluate the effect

of molding cooling time towards sweating phenomena in lipstick.
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The higher concentration of the synthetic wax resulted in a growing number of the

white crystal formation on the lipstick surface.

Differences in normal and blooming lipstick surface

can be observed under microscope as a white crystal

layer, It has similar morphology to pure stearic acid

and synthetic wax under microscope observation at

1000x magnification. Of the three morphology of fatty

acid observed, stearic acid has the most identical form

with the sample and distinguishly different from the rod

form of lauric acid, and needle form of myristic acid

crystal.
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Under electron microscope evaluation, the morphology of snow-white crystal is

identical to synthetic wax, and just slightly different from pure stearic acid crystal.

Nevertheless, refer to the SEM-EDX spectrum, the percentage ratio of C and O atom

of the snow-white crystal is closely identical with the profile of pure stearic acid

crystal.
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